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Why should we think or talk about mind? What do we expect as an 

answer to this question? How should we proceed to answer a 

question which implicitly hides the answer within itself? There are 

several possible contexts in which why question may arise. Pure 

cognitive inquisitiveness, already accumulated background 

knowledge relating to mind leading to new problems to be solved in 

the contexts of medicine, psychology, education, philosophy and so 

on provide some of the orientations which compel an investigation 

into the notion of mind. Besides, there are practical concerns such as 

improvement of mental skills, memory, learning and emotional 

control as well as self-control which require an understanding of the 

nature of mind and its working.  
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But why should one go to the ancient texts to understand the nature 

of mind? Particularly in view of the fact that research relating to 

mind and brain has in recent times picked up speed and has revealed 

and continues to reveal immense information about the brain and its 

working. A large part of brain has been mapped out and some 

significant parts of brain have been identified which are responsible 

for higher functions of mental activity. Thus it may seem to be a 

futile effort and waste of time to look for what the ancients thought 

about mind. 

The prevalent practice of yoga and increasing interest in it on the one 

hand, and the fact that most of us are still so much enamoured of the 

non-physical aspect of brain, that is, mind, that the idea of reducing 

mind to brain appears to be a reduction of the prestige of a mind and 

repelling on the other, demand an explanation as to why the 

irreducibility of mind seems to be invulnerable. The form of the tree 

drives our attention to its roots. One way to go to roots is to go to the 

ancient texts 

Among the ancient texts are listed Vedas, Upanisads, Puranas, Epics 

and what are known as Up-vedas. I have tried to leaf through 

Rgveda, Yajurveda, Aitreya Upanisad, Chhandogya Upanisad, 

Kathopnisad, Carak Samhita and Susruta Samhita only. To have 

managed more required longer time not available to me. I should 

confess my limitations also. I do not know Sanskrit. Fortunately, 

reliable translations of these texts are available and it is possible to 

go to key terms in the original as they happen to be in the devanagari 

script. Still I cannot claim that I have been able to comprehend the 

deep and profound insights found in these texts to any satisfactory 

point. However, the presence of the experts encourages me to present 

my exercise before them, for that is one way to learn where I have 

gone wrong. 

Two preliminary remarks: 

1. The word that is normally used in Hindi for mind is 'manas'. This 

is also the word used in the Sanskrit texts. In English the word 

‘mind’ is used in an inclusive sense. In this sense it stands for all the 
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mental activities. In fact philosophers have used it in still more wide 

sense. Hegel used the term ‘Geist’, which is sometimes translated as 

'mind' and sometimes as ‘spirit’. Hegel’s use comprehends the entire 

conceptual network, which includes, as is well known, logic, nature 

and spirit. It is also used for the store of ideas. The word Manas has 

also been used sometimes in inclusive sense particularly when 

tendencies to act are concerned whether in the positive or negative 

sense (manovikara). But generally it is used as different from senses 

on the one hand and from self - atma, on the other. English ‘mind’ 
is sometimes used as self also. I would be using the terma mana 

instead of mind to avoid possible confusion. 

2. The ideas found in the early texts are not a result of kind of 

experiments carried on in a controlled laboratory. On the contrary, 

they have been arrived at after long, deliberate and concentrated 

thinking and meditation, on day to day experience, that the sages 

had. It is further to be noted that the ideas are not just mentioned. 

They are based on well considered reasoning. 

Although the terms for reason, intelligence and understaning are 

encountered most frequently in Rgveda in all the mandalas, nowhere 

we find a clear statement or description regarding the nature of 

manas. But there are a few mantras which in an implicit manner 

throw some light on manas, They are to be found in the famous sukta 

of Dirghatama known as 'asyavamasya sukta'. 

In this sukta, in the twentieth mantra we read, “Two birds having 

beautiful feathers being close friends stay on the same tree together. 

One of them eats sweet fruits of that tree while the other one not 

eating merely watches.” Pt. Satvalekar commenting on this mantra, 

takes the eating bird as jeevatma (human being) and the non-eating 

bird as paramatma (supreme being). The tree is taken to be as prakrti 

(nature). The Supreme Being as unattached and as creator and one 

who supports all that there is visible. In that case while the eating 

bird could be seen the non-eating should not have been visible. It 

could be said that the description is not of an actual scene and a 

metaphor should not be unnecessarily stretched. Leaving it at that I 
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wish to suggest that let us consider the two birds as consciousness as 

experiencing and consciousness as reflecting. 

This suggestion is not incompatible with what Pt. Satvalekar had 

said nor is it far fetched. We shall later find that consciousness as 

reflecting self-consciousness as mind is treated as synonymous with 

hrdaya (heart), as well as Brahman himself. There is another text 

which throws some light on the nature of mind in a cryptic way. In 

the same sukta, in mantra 34, the rsi enquires about the source of 

‘vaca’ (speech). The next mantra gives the answer - Brahma is the 

source of speech. Later in the mantra 45 speech is supposed to have 

been understood as having four states - vaka catvari padaniparimita. 

Three of these states remain hidden. Only knowledgeable - viduh, 

know about them. Others know only the fourth. These three were 

later declared to be as ‘para’, ‘pasyanti’, and ‘madhyama’. These 

indicate the inner stages of a mental process underlying thought 

language and speech. In an earlier rca (hymn) Dirghatama speaks of 

a person who is determined, who decides in advance and then 

executes the related action (1.145.2). Agni which probably refers to 

the Sun in the context is described a having threefold head or mind - 

trimurdhana (1.146.1) indicating perhaps the three periods of the 

day. The word Murdha which stands for mind is rarely used, while 

there are several words for intelligence.  

Devas are supposed to be endowed with good intelligence or wisdom 

- sumati, and the rsi would often pray devas for such an intelligence 

and understanding. It should be noted that in their prayers and praises 

- stuties, rsi mostly seek, right advice, right intelligence, right path 

in order to be able to regulate and control once deportment. They, of 

course, pray for other things also material prosperity, offspring’s, 

longevity etc. but as a whole they seek qualitatively good life and it 

is only in this context they would think of mind and its activities. 

In another context, mana, prana and atma are used as synonymous. 

In the tenth mandai in sukta 56, in a mantra the rsi is speaking to his 

son who is dead. He points to his three components - agni, vayu and 

atma, and says that all these three may go back and merge with agni, 
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vayu and Surya. In other words 'atma' is supposed to have come from 

the Surya. Later the rsi prays for the life of his son and yearns, ‘O 

Subandhu, thy mana may come back to me .... ‘ (10.57.1). In still 

further three suktas the rsi speaks of Subandhu's mana having gone 

far-far away, but he thinks that someone who is master of the science 

of life may revive him for he prays ‘ ...give us mana for our long 

life’. In the sukta 60, rsi thinks he has found his son back for he says, 

‘I have got Subandha's mana released from yama, not for death or 

destruction.’ In the famous Nasadiya sukta, mana has been described 

as providing seed for creation, which could be understood as 

indicating the creative and imaginative power of mana. 

In the Purusa sukta, in a later portion the intimate relationship 

between the various aspects of nature's elements, and the senses and 

mana can be notice. The mana of Purusa created moon, eyes created 

Sun, mouth created agni and prana created air. In the next mantra 

ears are supposed to have created quarters. Such an intimate relation 

between the elements the mana and sense has more graphically been 

described in Aitrey Upanisad which we shall note later. Another idea 

which occurs later more frequently is the supposition that mana is 

situated in the hrdaya (heart) - hrda manasa (10.177.1). In the last 

sukta of the tenth mandala we are told that the oneness of the minds 

is needed for knowledge being obtained and action being done 

(10.191.1-4). 

In the 34
th
 chapter of Sukla Yajurveda the first six mantras point to 

quite a few things about mana. In the first mantra we are told that 

whether an individual is sleeping or awake his or her mana keeps on 

going far away. Mana is a divine and luminous instrument of jivatma 

which helps senses. In the second mantra it is said that mana is 

situated in the centre of the body and helps in performing right and 

noble actions. In the third mantra, mana is described as endowed 

with knowledge and is characterized as a thinking entity. The next 

mantra says that mana is indestructible; it grasps objects temporally 

in all tenses. In the fifth one it is said to have vedic mantras and in 

the last it is said to be placed in the heart, it has speed and takes one 

in all directions. 
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We have noted that the words standing for reason, intelligence or 

understanding such as - dhi, dhiya, medhir, medha, buddhi, pracetas, 

manisa, manisibhi, sumanas, mati, dhir, chitti, have been frequently 

used in the Rgveda. It is interesting to note that in Aitreya Upanisads, 

many cognate terms occur in a single sloka (3.1.2) Samjnana, 

vijnana, ajnana, prajnana, medha, drsti, dhrti, mati, manisa, juti, 

smrti samkalpa, kratu, asu, kama, vasa - are said to be names of 

Prajnana. According to Samkaracarya's commentary samjnana 

means consciousness - cetanabhava, ajnana stands for adesa - 

command, vijnana stands for kalAadi - knowledge of arts etc, 

prajnana means prajnata - insight, medha for power of understanding 

a text, drsti to perceive all things through senses, dhrti to retain to get 

alert, mati to meditate, manisa to be free to meditate, juti means 

consciousness of suffering; smrti for remembering, samkalpa to 

picturize, kratu to act, asu for vital activity, kama for desire and vasa 

stands for desiring company of women. 

An important assertion is made right in the beginning of this mantra 

- that which is hrdaya (heart) is the same as mana. In Brahadaranyaka 

Upanisada also it is said that “one sees by mana, hears by mana 

knows objects through hrdaya (heart) as Samkaracarya has pointed 

out. At another place prana (breath) and prajna are said to be the 

same. There are other texts according to which even Brahma is 

hrdaya. Thus mana, hrdaya and Brahma are said to be one. In the 

phenomenal association surrounding mana is put aside then the 

identity of mana, hrdaya and Brahma presages the identity of atma 

and Brahmana. 

For our context, the point to be noted is that it is not brain or mind in 

its current usage as distinct from the heart which is central in 

cognition but heart which is said to be located in the centre of the 

body and which is also connected with 100 nerves spreading in the 

whole body one of which takes the prana or breath away when the 

jiva or the human being dies. 

In Aitrey Upanisad it is described how atma alone was there before 

anything else in the existence, created lokas and then thinking of 

lokapalas created a purusa having various parts, out of water (1.1.1-
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3) It then willed the purusa to have mouth from which appeared 

speech and sense of speech and agni; nose and from nose appeared 

prana and from prana vayu, eyes from which appeared visual sense 

and then aditya, ears from which appeared auditory sense and 

different quarters in space, then hair from which appeared plants etc., 

and then heart from which appeared mana and moon; and so on (1.1-

A). In this description, body parts come first and then their functional 

energies and then the major elements of the world. In the following 

chapters, the devatas i.e., agni etc., enter in the mouth seek for their 

shelter (1.2.l). In comparison to cow or a horse they prefer purusa 

for their habitat and so agni as vocal instrument air as breath in nose, 

Sun as visual sense in eyes, quarters as audio sense in ears, plants 

etc. as hair in skin, moon enters in mana and hrdaya and so on. Here 

the process is described in reverse - elements as devatas entering into 

the senses and hrdaya (1.2A). In Atharvaveda also devas are 

described as entering into the body in a similar way (11.8).  

Several things are to be noted here. First the intimate relationship 

between outer environments, sensory functions with which organism 

is endowed and the body parts specially the senses. Second thing to 

be noted is the association of mana and hrdaya and moon. There 

seems to be no dichotomy between mental and physical. On the 

contrary there seems to be continuity between inner and the outer 

and vice versa with differences associated with various functions 

only. And last thing to be noted is the use of the term ‘devata’ the 

personification metaphorical. In fact this term seems to stand for 

various energies.  

In Chhandogya Upanisada while Sanatkumar is teaching Narada, he 

speaks of the power of speech - vaka, as being more powerful than 

name and lists several fields of knowledge and existing material 

objects and in this context he uses a term ‘hrdayajna’ which has been 

translated as ‘manojna’. This seems to be an acknowledgement of 

the presence of psychologists in those time. But then, later we find 

another term ‘ahrdayajna’. It is not clear for whom this term stands 

for. Perhaps it includes all those who are not concerned with mana 

or hrdaya. Besides we have only two other terms - sadhu and asadhu, 
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which could be rendered as good or bad, skilled or unskilled people. 

Sadhu is a term which indicates something good or appreciable both 

in the sense of disposition and performance. The use of the term 

‘hrdayajna’ is not found elsewhere so far as I know. 

In the seventh chapter of Chhandogya Upanisad, Sanatkumar places 

mana after nama, vaka or vani and before samkalpa, chitta 

(consciousness), dhyana, vijnana, bala, anna, jala, teja, akasa, smara, 

asa and prana in that order. We find here, at one place, a 

configuration of concepts which exhibits the inter relationship 

amongst them and mana is placed within this configuration. 

However it is not clear how speech precedes mana and while some 

of the rest of the concepts can be seen as following from mana, the 

others do not seem to be so connected. Memory and hope also seem 

to be at odd places. In fact, the entire configuration needs to be re-

structured in order to make better sense. But the significant point is 

that prana is held to be the basic condition for any cognitive activity 

to be possible. Food and water are necessary for life and strength and 

only then consciousness, thinking, willing and retaining would be 

possible. It is worth quoting thremark of Sanatkumar made to Narada 

(7.9.l ) in this connection. 

"Food is more important than strength. If someone does not eat for 

ten days and even then stays alive, then he would be no better than 

non-seer, non-thinker, non-aware, non-doer and non-knower. Only 

on having food he becomes a seer, hearer, thinker, aware, doer and 

knower. You must worship food.”  

It is clear that the sage Sanatkumar does not view mental as 

dissociated from the physical. This intimate relationship when 

denied leads to mind-body dualism of the kind we have in the 

Western thought.  

One might think of Samkhyana distinction between purusa and 

prakrti as the Indian form of dualism, particularly in view of the fact 

that purusa is conceived as conscious being while prakrti as devoid 

of consciousness. There are two points which need consideration 

here. First is the fact that the entire mental phenomena, that is, the 
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sense of ego (ahamkara) are included under the domain of prakrti. It 

is difficult to understand what mental phenomena would be if there 

is no consciousness involved in it. Samkhya is supposed to have 

explained this by bringing in the proximity of purusa. But as is well 

known this relationship is not found satisfactory. Second thing to 

note is that all the evolutes in prakrti have for their beginning not the 

mahabhutas but mahat or the mind. In fact the evolution in prakrti 

could very well be viewed as an epistemological unfoldment rather 

than as a natural evolution. 

There is another way in which the placement of mana is shown and 

that is confined more or less to the mental realm only. In 

Kathopnisada, it is said that “compared to senses their objects are 

higher, mana is higher as compared to these objects, buddhi is higher 

than mana and atma or mahattattva is higher than buddhi” (1.3.10). 

Beyond is avyakta, and purusa is beyond this avyakta (1.3.11). In 

sloka 1.3.9 buddhi is supposed to control mana. In 1.3.13, the reader 

is advised to withdraw speech into mana, mana into buddhi, buddhi 

into mahattattva and mahattattva into atma. These slokas place mana 

under the control of buddhi. It seems that here the word ‘mana’ is 

being used in a narrower sense, that is, that desires or wills. For 

direction and regulation, buddhi is need is of course, has to be under 

the control of atma or self. (There is a problem in relation to the terms 

‘atma’, ‘mahattattva’,  ‘avyakta’ and ‘purusa’, but we cannot go 

into it in the present context.) 

Atma cannot be seen through eyes. However, by manisa (or buddhi) 

which is situated in hrdaya and regulates the mana by meditation 

(Kath. 2.3.9). Senses are outwardly directed (Kath.2.1.1). Naturally 

they cannot enable us to know what underlies them and regulates 

them. But mana can turn inward and know of Atma (2.1.11). In spite 

of such a description strange statements are made about atma. It is 

said that atma is as big as an angustha (thumb) and situated in the 

centre of the body (Kath. 2.1.12). This reminds me of the Cartesian 

idea of pineal gland where Descartes thought self interacting with 

the body inspite of his dualistic assumptions. 
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It would be interesting and instructive to learn as to what were the 

ideas that Indian medicine experts entertained about mana. For one 

can presume that they did not merely speculate about them but also 

had empirical observations to back their views. In Carak Samhita, in 

‘Sarirsthanam’, we find the mana as defined as something which 

makes knowledge possible. It is said that when ‘atma’, ‘indriyas’, 

‘arthas’ (objects) and 'mana' come together knowledge becomes 

possible. If only 'atma', 'indriyas' and 'arthas' combine then 

knowledge is not possible. (1.18) In the next lines, it is further said 

that mana is one and atomic. In the 20
th
 sloka in the same chapter of 

Sarirsthanam, objects of mana are described as ‘cinta’, ‘vicara’, 

‘uh’, ‘dhyeya’, ‘samkalpa’, and also the feelings of pain and 

pleasure. In the next sloka mana is described as directing the senses. 

It is also said to prevent itself from the undesirable objects, 

questioning, and thinking. As a result of these activities buddhi is 

activated. 

In the 32nd sloka in the same chapter we are told that buddhi gets its 

specific name by being associated with a specific sense. For 

example, if it is associated with eyes, we have drsti buddhi. When it 

associates itself with mana, we have manobhava buddhi.  

In the Sutrasthanam, in chapter 17, in sloka 12, head is praised as 

the best part in the body and it is in head that prana, and all the 

indriyas are said to dwell. In chapter 30, in the sloka 7, however, 

vitality and consciousness are said to dwell in hrdaya (heart). If we 

take consciousness to be related to mana then mana would also be 

attached to heart. It appears that the old idea of mana being situated 

in the heart continues to influence even the cikitsashastries. 

In Susruta Samhita, Samkhyan frame work has been accepted as the 

cosmic theory. However, a problem had to be faced in consequence 

of this theory. In Samkhya, purusa is supposed to be endowed with 

consciousness, but prakrti is devoid of consciousness. Something 

devoid of consciousness cannot be a subject of medicine and on the 

other hand purusa cannot be a subject of medicine for purusa cannot 

fall sick. Without facing the problem squarely, it is said that purusa 
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because of his karmas gets into yonies (bodies) and thus gets 

endowed with the three gunas. Thus the one as subject of the cikitsa 

is a combination of five mahabhutas and atma. (Ch.1.20) Owing to 

this framework mana is treated in a threefold way. As satvika, it 

feels, and being endowed with truth, dharma, knowledge, buddhi, 

medha, smrti, dhrti, astikta, it performs good deeds. Obviously, 

mana as rajas and tamas would be placed lower in the hierarchy. The 

point to be noted is, that mana feels, knows, remembers, and acts. 

Susruta also believed that heart was the seat of consciousness. 

(Saririkasamsthanam, Ch. IV, 33) While talking about the cadaver 

Susruta remarks that atma being param sukshma (very subtle)  

cannot be seen but has to be visualised by jnanacaksu or tapacaksus. 

One can notice the influence of ancient ideas about mana and atma 

on the medicine experts but they also had to be loyal to their science 

and consequently to the results of empirical observations and their 

experience of treating patients.  

It is now time to wind up and summarize the main features of the 

various ideas collected above in a brief survey. First thing to note is 

that mana, atma, cetanta, even Brahma are at many places treated as 

being one and the same. Next, when mana is treated as separate from 

atma, it is supposed to be controlled by atma and in turn it controls 

the senses as well as the karmendriyan. Third, it is supposed to be 

situated in the heart - central part of the body, and not in the head or 

brain. There is a hint to treat it as a part of the head for it is supposed 

to be related with the indriyas with the nerves, something like we 

would think of the relation between brain and the spinal cord and the 

various sensory and activating nerves. Fourth, when identified with 

atma or Brahma, mana is naturally treated as indestructible and 

separable from the body when the human being dies. From the point 

of view of medicine, that is, empirical point of view mana has its seat 

in the head. Lastly the perspective within which the thinking about 

mana is carried on is that of a good or worthy life. (See Atharvaveda, 

20.137). 

Somehow the idea of good or worthy life is supposed to be 

incompatible with whatever is material or can be reduced to matter. 
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But we must remember now that the idea of matter as it was held 

upto nineteenth century is no more valid. It is in one case 

interchangeable with energy and in another with life itself (as recent 

experimentation in various laboratories indicates). Moreover, even 

if we go by the old notion of matter, it is not obvious that what is 

non-material is always worthy as is shown by constant deviations 

and devilish machinations of mind. 

 

 

  

 




